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Abstract

In this paper, we reconsider the link between immigration and labor income

inequality using detailed micro and macro data for Norway. Immigration has in-

creased substantially in Norway during the last 20 years in response to several

European Union enlargements to Eastern European countries. At the same time,

several measures of income inequality have started rising, although not as abruptly

as in other developed economies. Our analysis is feasible since Norway is one of the

few countries for which detailed data on net immigration at the quarterly frequency

are available together with micro-data on labor earnings collected by the tax au-

thority covering the population of Norwegian workers at monthly frequency since

1997. We estimate a Factor Augmented Vector Autoregression (FAVAR) model tai-

lored to include cross-sectional data to disentangle immigration shocks from other
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shocks driving the business cycle. Our main result is that a positive immigration

shock increases inequality substantially with the effect being driven mainly by rich

workers benefiting disproportionately from the increase in migration.

JEL classifications: C11; C32; E32

Keywords: immigration shocks, FAVAR model, inequality
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we reconsider the effects of immigration on earnings using a combination

of micro and macro data for Norway. The use of administrative data on earnings and

detailed data on immigration flows to Norway at the quarterly level allows us not only

to study the effects of immigration on average earnings, which are found to be relatively

small in the literature (cf. Card (2009) among many others), but also to investigate the

distributional effects of immigration and its impact on earnings inequality. The causal

effect of immigration on labor income inequality is our key research question.

We believe that Norway is the ideal laboratory to study our research question for two

reasons. First, Statistics Norway collects detailed data on immigration by covering the

universe of migrants entering Norway with information on their reason for immigration,

country of origin, gender, age, education level and sector of specialization. We are able to

generate granular immigration series at the quarterly level and, importantly, we are able

to reconstruct the aggregate net migration quarterly series from the detailed micro data

as shown in Figure 1.1 Second, the Tax authority collects data on individual earnings

at the monthly level since 1997, thus allowing us to construct distributions of earnings

data based on a cross-section of around 2.4 millions of observations at the end of the

sample. These aggregate distributions can be further decomposed because we know

several characteristics of each tax payer like gender, age, education, country of birth,

sector of specialization (and even amount of financial wealth at annual frequency, a

dimension which we currently do not exploit in the current paper). Our objective is to

link the two data sets and extract the causal impact of immigration on earnings inequality

at the macroeconomic level using time-series techniques.

1We used the quarterly net migration series to investigate the macroeconomic effects of job related
migration shocks on the Norwegian economy in Furlanetto and Robstad (2019). Net migration data
are usually available only at the annual level and the availability of a quarterly series was crucial to use
Structural Vector Autogressive (SVAR) models in the context of the migration literature. We found that
an increase in job related immigration lowers unemployment, lowers productivity and has no impact on
house prices in Norway.
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Figure 1: Immigration from official data and the micro data. Stock of immigrants on the
left panel. Net immigration flow on the right panel

While the richness of data constitute the main reason to focus our interest on Norway, it is

important to stress that immigration has been a key macroeconomic phenomenon over the

last 20 years in the country. In fact, immigration has increased substantially in Norway

in response to several European Union enlargements to Eastern European countries and

constitutes the main driver of population growth as shown in Figure 3. The immigrant

population increased from around 5 percent at the turn of the new millennium to 16

percent in 2016 with Poles, Lithuanians and Swedish constituting the largest communities.

At the same time, several measures of income inequality have started rising, although not

as abruptly as in other developed economies, see figure 2.
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Figure 2: Gini index based on the earnings micro data for Norway

The link between immigration and inequality is not obvious. According to a standard

supply-demand framework, immigrants are expected to lower the relative earnings of

natives and previous migrants for whom they are close substitutes while wages and em-

ployment of complementary workers may even increase. On the other hand, migration

may slow down the adoption of capital technologies and thus reduce the job polarization

effects induced by technological changes (cf. Lewis (2011) and Basso, Peri and Rah-

man (2020) for US evidence and Furlanetto and Robstad (2019) for indirect evidence on

Norway).
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Figure 3: Population growth in Norway

Our analysis is conducted at the level of the macroeconomy (although we will consider also

a series of more disaggregated experiments) and thus we rely on techniques usually used to

study the effects of other macroeconomic shocks, like monetary policy shocks. In practice,

we combine a few aggregate time series, including the immigration series of interest

in each experiment, together with the time series for the 100 percentiles summarizing

the labor income distribution extracted from the micro data. Such a combination is

performed in the context of a Factor Augmented Vector Autoregression (FAVAR) model,

a model originally introduced by Bernanke, Boivin and Eliasz (2005) to trace the effects of

monetary policy shocks over a large number (around 120) of macroeconomic time series.

The variables are introduced in levels and macroeconomic shocks (including shocks to

immigration) induce transitory deviations from the trend of the variables included in

the system. Therefore, our focus is more on the cyclical component of labor income

inequality rather than on its long-run drivers. Notably, the use of time series techniques

(adapted to include cross-sectional data on earnings) distinguishes our approach from

traditional analysis in the migration literature that are often conducted at the level of

local labor markets using panel regressions. The adaptation of the FAVAR model to

combine aggregate series with distributions derived from the micro data in a simple way

constitutes the key contribution of this paper. An elegant (but more technically involved)
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alternative approach is provided by Chang and Schorfheide (2022) who use a functional

VAR to study the effects of monetary policy shocks (conventional and informational) on

the cross-sectional distribution of earnings and consumption (see also Chang, Gómez-

Rodŕıguez and Hong (2022)).

As in the literature on monetary policy, a key aspect of the analysis is the identifica-

tion strategy. In fact, we need to disentangle the exogenous component of immigration

(immigration shocks) from the endogenous response of immigration to the state of the

business cycle in Norway. Examples of immigration shocks that we have in mind are

changes in regulation (like the various enlargements of the European Union that made

possible for Eastern European workers to circulate and work freely within the continent)

or variations in economic conditions in the source countries that are uncorrelated with

the business cycle in Norway. In order to disentangle the exogenous and the endogenous

component of immigration, we rely on a few restrictions on the sign and on the magni-

tude of the impulse responses to shocks in a re-interpretation of the max share approach

originally proposed by Uhlig (2004) to identify the main driver of GNP. In practice, we

identify two shocks, a general business cycle shock and an immigration shock, and we

need some assumptions to the set the two shocks apart. Intuitively, we impose that

variables related to the business cycle should be mainly (but not exclusively) driven by

business cycle shocks while the immigration variable should be driven mainly (but not

exclusively) by immigration shocks. The strategy is implemented by imposing a simple

sign restriction over the ratio of employment over immigration. While both shocks are

expected to move both variables in the same direction, it is reasonable to assume that a

business cycle shock will move employment more than immigration while an immigration

shock will move more immigration than total employment. Such a simple identification

strategy has the advantage that no assumption on the behavior of aggregate wages and

on the behavior of the earnings distribution is needed.

Aggregate immigration shocks have rather benign effects in our baseline model. They

explain a non-minor share of fluctuations in employment and have limited effects on real
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wages. Most importantly, the labor income distribution responds rather little to the

shock with the median percentile almost unaffected. However, not all percentiles respond

in the same way. The highest percentiles of the distribution gain disproportionately

from an immigration shock while the lowest percentiles exhibit only a slightly lower

response than the median percentile. It is important to stress that, unlike in many micro

studies, we are able to identify the level effect of immigration shocks and not only the

differential effects on different sub-groups. While business cycle shocks are the main

drivers of inequality in the short run, immigration shocks play a substantial role in the

medium/long-run. Notably, the effect on inequality is substantially lower when we focus

on the native population only. This is consistent with the standard result in the literature

that previous immigrants are the most affected by an exogenous increase in immigration.

Finally, an interesting result is that the effect on inequality is driven mainly by job related

immigration. Family reunification and refugees have lower effects on inequality.

We contribute to two strands of the literature. Naturally, we integrate a recent and

growing literature that studies the macroeconomic effects of immigration. Studies using

using time series techniques include Kiguchi and Mountford (2019) for the US, Furlanetto

and Robstad (2019) for Norway, Maffei-Faccioli and Vella (2021) for Germany, Schiman

(2021) for Austria, d’Albis, Boubtane and Coulibaly (2019) and d’Albis, Boubtane and

Coulibaly (2021) for several OECD countries. Studies using dynamic stochastic general

equilibrium models include Smith and Thoenissen (2019), Hauser and Seneca (2022) and

Olovsson, Walentin and Westermark (2021). In addition, we complement the literature

on the effects of macroeconomic shocks on inequality. Coibion et al. (2017) study on

the effects of monetary policy shocks on inequality using summary measures of inequality

constructed from survey data while De Giorgi and Gambetti (2017) focus on the effects of

technology and uncertainty shocks on consumption inequality. As far as we know, ours is

the first paper to use macroeconomic techniques to investigate the effects of immigration

on inequality.

Finally, we obviously relate to the enormous literature studying the effects of immigra-
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tion at a more disaggregate level (see Ottaviano and Peri (2012), Card (2009) among

many others and Kerr and Kerr (2011) for a survey). We see our approach as fully

complementary. Contributions with a focus on Norway include Bratsberg and Raaum

(2012), Bratsberg, Raaum and Røed (2014) and, more related to our research question,

Hoen, Markussen and Røed (2022) who find that immigration from poor countries has

steepened the social gradient in Norway (thus increasing labor income inequality) while

immigration from rich countries has leveled the social gradient. The paper proceeds as

follows. Section 2 describes the immigration and earnings data that we use in our analy-

sis. Section 3 presents our empirical framework. Section 4 discusses our results. Section

5 presents some extensions to disentangle the effect of reason for immigration, education

and country of origin. Finally, Section 6 concludes and presents some avenues for future

research.

2 Data

The data used to construct the time series for the income percentiles and immigration is

produced by combining several administrative registers from Statistics Norway. Income in

these data is defined as labor income before taxes and transfers. The combined registers

provide us with monthly information about the employment status and labor income for

the majority of individuals in Norway from 1997:M1 to 2019:M12. In addition, we have

information on demographic characteristics, including age, gender, education, occupation

and date of immigration, reason for immigration and country of origin (if the person is an

immigrant). An immigrant is defined as a person born in a country other than Norway.

The data on labor income stems from the micro data in the employment registers at

Statistics Norway. These registers covers close to the full population of employment

contracts in our sample (around 2.4 millions of observations in the cross-section at the

end of the sample).2 In the baseline specification, we exclude individuals that work less

2Note that we only have register data for work contracts between employers and employees. Hence,
self-employed workers are not part of the income distribution.
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than 20 hours per week when we calculate the time series for the income distribution.3

This is done to get a good representation of the labor income distribution for individuals

whose main source of income comes from labor. The employment register has a break

in 2015, when Statistics Norway started using a new higher quality register based on the

monthly reporting of firms to the Norwegian Labour and Welfare Administration (NAV).

In order to solve this issue and obtain a consistent time series, we use information from

the annual tax returns. In the tax return data we have, among others, information about

the annual labor income for the entire population in Norway. We adjust the level in the

monthly income time series so that the annual growth rate in 2015 matches the labor

income growth from the tax return for each income percentile.

The demographics attributes stem from the population registers. Since we do not have

information about the education level of several migrants, we follow Jentoft (2014) to

impute the education level. This imputation entails using other individual information,

such as age, gender, length of residence, wage, occupation and country of origin to esti-

mate the education level. The series included in our model refers to the stock of migrants

present in Norway at each quarter. It is thus a slow-moving series that can be directly

related with other stock variables like employment. Our focus on the stock of immigrants

(and not on net migration) is inconsequential since the outflow of natives (emigration) is

quantitatively small and relatively constant over time.

Other aggregate series, in addition to the immigration series, are combined with the

earnings distribution in our baseline model. The remaining series include employment

(measured in thousands of people, like the immigration series), the labor force partic-

ipation rate and an average measure of real wages provided by Statistics Norway. All

these variables exhibit a strong cyclicality and are therefore useful to identify a business

cycle shock in our system. We prefer to use data on employment as a main indicator

of the cycle since the data on GDP are heavily revised. In addition, employment and

participation are somewhat more cyclical than unemployment in Norway, unlike in many

3We use the median income among all individuals included in each percentile when we produce the time
series for the percentiles from the income distribution.
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other countries.

3 Econometric Framework

We link immigration to labor income inequality using a slightly extended version of the

FAVAR model described in Bernanke, Boivin and Eliasz (2005). Our model assumes that

the co-movement of income percentiles can be explained by a few macroeconomic vari-

ables such as employment and immigration and some unobserved factors. We model the

extracted factors and the observed macroeconomic variables jointly in a VAR, where the

identification of immigration and business cycle shocks takes place via sign and magni-

tude restrictions. Based on the estimated relationship between the macroeconomic series

and the income percentiles, we then trace the dynamic causal effects of the identified

macroeconomic shocks on the jth income percentiles. In the following, we provide a

more detailed description of this procedure.

Define yj,t as the jth income percentiles at time t for j = 1, ..., 994 and t = 1, ..., T and

consider the following model

yj,t = βx
jxt + βκ

jκt + εj,t (1)

where xt is a m× 1 vector of observed macroeconomic variables, βx
j is a 1×m coefficient

vector, κt is a k × 1 vector of unobserved factors, βκ
j is a 1× k vector of factor loadings

and εj,t is an i.i.d. normally distributed error term with zero mean and variance σ2
j . The

idea behind Equation (1) is that the macroeconomic variables and the factors capture

the common dynamics of the labor income percentiles and the error terms pick up their

idiosyncratic movements.

As mentioned above, we assume that xt and κt follow a joint VAR process

4Percentile number 100 has been removed from the system because it was creating instability in the
estimates.
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Zt = c+

p∑
l=1

BlZt−l + νt (2)

where Zt = [κ′
t x

′
t]
′, c is n × 1 vector of constants with n = m + k, Bl for l = 1, ..., p

are n × n coefficient matrices and νt is a n × 1 vector of normally distributed reduced

form errors with zero mean and variance-covariance matrix Σ. Each reduced form error

can be expressed as a linear combination of structural shocks ut, i.e. νt = Gut, which

implies that Σ = GG′, where ut is an n × 1 vector of normally distributed structural

shocks with zero mean and identity variance-covariance matrix. Moreover, Equation (1)

can be rewritten as

yj,t = β′
jZt + ϵj,t (3)

where βj = [βx
j βκ

j ]
′ is an n× 1 vector of coefficients.

The identification of structural shocks with a clear economic interpretation from reduced

form residuals that do not have any economy economic interpretation is a key step in VAR

models. Here we identify shocks by imposing some restrictions on the sign of impulse

responses on impact (as recommended by Canova and Paustian (2011), following the pro-

cedure described in Rubio-Ramirez, Waggoner and Zha (2010).5 The aim of this exercise

is to extract the exogenous component of the immigration series, while controlling for its

endogenous response to, for example, changes in economic activity. Our identification

procedure thus mainly focuses on disentangling business cycle from immigration shocks.

To identify an immigration shock, we restrict on impact the sign of the impact impulse

response of employment and immigration. For the business cycle shock, we restrict em-

ployment, immigration, real wages and the participation rate. To achieve identification,

a magnitude restriction plays a critical role in our model, in a re-interpretation of the

max share approach originally proposed by Uhlig (2004). Intuitively, we impose that em-

ployment (a cyclical variables in Norway) should be mainly (but not exclusively) driven

by business cycle shocks while the immigration variable should be driven mainly (but not

5Further details on the estimation of VAR with sign restrictions, including the specification of the priors,
can be found in Furlanetto and Robstad (2019).
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Table 1: Identification Restrictions

Business Cycle Immigration
Employment + +
Immigration + +
Labor Force Participation + NA
Real Wages + NA
Employment per Immigrant + -

The table describes the sign restrictions on the impact impulse response function used for each variable or

ratio (in rows) to shocks (in columns). NA indicates that the response of the variable is left unrestricted.

exclusively) by immigration shocks. The strategy is implemented by imposing a simple

sign restriction over the ratio of employment over immigration. While both shocks are

expected to move both variables in the same direction, it is reasonable to assume that

a business cycle shock will move employment more than immigration while an immigra-

tion shock will move more immigration than total employment. Table 1 summarizes our

restrictions.

Given that the adjacent income percentile possibly share similar dynamics, we extend

the framework of Bernanke, Boivin and Eliasz (2005) by connecting the coefficients of

the adjacent percentiles.6 This approach allows for further dimension reduction. We use

the following structure on the coefficients

βj = α+

q∑
i=1

Θiβj−i + ζj (4)

where α is an n×1 vector of constants, Θi for i = 1, ..., q are n×n diagonal matrices with

autoregressive coefficients on their diagonals, ζj is normally distributed error with zero

mean and diagonal variance-covariance matrix Ω. In the estimation exercise we truncate

the autoregressive coefficients to the stationary region.

We estimate the model using standard Bayesian methods. To do so, we cast the model in

the state space form, where Equation (3) serves as the observation equation and Equation

6In contrast to our approach, Bernanke, Boivin and Eliasz (2005) extract their factors from various
macroeconomic and financial variables, which do not exhibit these kind of “spatial” correlations.
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(2) as the state equation. All priors used are relatively diffuse. We use Gibbs sampling

to simulate from the posterior of the unobserved states and parameters (see, e.g., Kim

and Nelson, 1999 for a textbook discussion).

The Gibbs sampler consists of three blocks. In the first block, we condition on the

unobserved states κ = {κt}Tt=1 and β = {βj}99j=1 and draw the model’s parameters. More

precisely, we draw the VAR parameters c, Bl and Σ from a normal-inverse-Wishart

distribution, the AR parameters in Θi and the variances in Ω from a Normal-inverse-

Gamma distribution and the variances σ2
1, ..., σ

2
99 from an inverse Gamma distribution. In

the second block, we condition on the parameters of the model and the unobserved states

β and draw κ using the forward filtering-backward sampling approach described in Carter

and Kohn (1994) and Frühwirth-Schnatter (1994). In the third block, we condition on all

the parameters and the states κ and draw β using again the forward filtering-backward

sampling algorithm. We simulate 100k draws from the Gibbs sampler, discarding the

first 80k draws as burn-in and saving every 10th draw, which results into 2000 draws that

we use for inference. We checked convergence of the Gibbs sampler by visual inspection,

i.e. by consulting recursive mean plots and by using the statistical testing procedure

suggested by Geweke (1992). In the empirical exercise below we specify p = 2 for the

lag length of VAR and q = 1 for the lag length of AR-process in (4), k = 1 factors and

m = 4 macroeconomic variables.

4 Empirical Results

In this Section, we present the results obtained from the estimation exercise. In a first

step, we show impulse responses and variance decompositions for the aggregate variables.

In a second step, we focus on the distributive effects of immigration shocks and plot

impulse responses for the percentiles of the earnings distribution and for a summary

measure of inequality.
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Figure 4: IRF business cycle shock

Notes: The dash-dotted blue line depicts the posterior median and the grey shaded area represents the 68% error bands

for the impulse responses to an one standard deviation business cycle shock. The estimation sample spans the period

1997Q1–2019Q4.

We begin our analysis with the model using aggregate data on immigration (thus mixing

all reasons for immigration together). In Figures 4 and 5 we present impulse responses

to the business cycle shock and to the immigration shock. Not surprisingly, the business

cycle shock has persistent effects on the cyclical variables included in the system i.e.

employment, real wages and the labor force participation rate. More interestingly, we

remark that the stock of immigrants gradually builds up and peaks after around 10

quarters. Thus, immigration responds endogenously to the cycle. The immigration shock

has a large impact effect on the stock of immigrants which peaks after 7 quarters and a

non-negligible effect also on aggregate employment.
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Figure 5: IRF immigration shock

Notes: The dash-dotted blue line depicts the posterior median and the grey shaded area represents the 68% error bands

for the impulse responses to an one standard deviation immigration shock. The estimation sample spans the period

1997Q1–2019Q4.

Interestingly, we detect some effects also on the labor force participation rate which

exhibits a tiny increase after one year. Presumably, such a tiny effect is an average across

different migration shocks: intuitively, we expect the participation rate to increase in

response to job-related immigration shocks while it is conceivable to imagine a decline

(at least on impact) in response to a refugee shock. Aggregate real wages are unrestricted

in the system and their response in imprecisely estimated. The point-wise median across

all draws satisfying the sign restrictions lies around zero, in keeping with the conventional

wisdom that immigration shocks have limited effects on average wages in the economy.

The variance decomposition presented in Figure 6 presents the same information into a

different format. The blue areas show the share of variance explained by the business cycle

shock for each variable at various horizons. The green areas summarize the importance

of immigration shocks. In keeping with our identification assumptions, immigration is
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mainly driven by immigration shocks while employment is mainly driven by business cycle

shocks. However, it is interesting to notice how the impact of immigration on employment

is not negligible at all, unlike for wages. Thus, immigration shocks contribute to business

cycle fluctuations in Norway. In contrast, immigration is a largely exogenous phenomenon

according to the idea that immigration is largely driven by changes in legislation and

economic conditions abroad more than from economic conditions in Norway.

Figure 6: Variance decomposition baseline model

Notes: Median forecast error variance decomposition. The blue area represent the fraction of forecast error variance

explained by the business cycle shock. The green area depicts the fraction explained by the immigration shock.

We now turn to the distributional effects of immigration in our system. In Figure 7

we summarize the effects of immigration shocks across the percentiles of the earnings

distributions. The vertical axis refers to the magnitude of the effects, the left horizontal

axis indicates the horizon of the impulse response functions while the right horizontal

axis refers to the percentiles with 1 indicating the percentile with lowest earnings and

99 indicating the percentile with the highest earnings. The response of the percentiles

around the median is extremely small, slightly on the negative side, insignificant both

statistically and economically.
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Figure 7: IRF immigration shock bird’s eye view
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Notes: 3-D representation of the posterior median impulse responses to a one standard deviation immigration shock.

This result on earnings confirms the result on average wages discussed earlier in keeping

with the previous literature. Notably, however, the effects are larger towards the tail

of the distribution. The response of the lowest percentiles is more negative, especially

at longer horizons, while the response of the highest percentiles in the distribution is

rather large and positive. Thus according to our model, the effects of immigration shocks

on earnings are rather small but heterogeneous and lead to an increase in labor income

inequality, mainly driven by the right tail of the distribution. At this stage, it is important

whether such an increase in inequality is significant from a statistical points of view. In

order to tackle this question we focus our attention on a summary measure of inequality
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Figure 8: Percentile 90 minus percentile 10 (P90-P10)
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Notes: The upper left panel shows impulse responses of P90-P10 to a one standard deviation shock in the busines cycle
shock and the upper right panel shows the responses of P90-10 to the immigration shock. The lower panel reports median
forecast error variance decomposition. The blue area represent the fraction of forecast error variance explained by the
business cycle shock. The green area depicts the fraction explained by the immigration shock.

(P90 - P10) commonly used in the literature and we plot its impulse response function

with 68 per cent error bands obtained from the 2000 draws of the impulse responses for

P90 and P10.

In Figure 8 we show that the increase in inequality is rather large, statistically significant

according to 68 per cent error bands and peaking after 5 quarters. Two comments are

in order. First, the increase in inequality generated by immigration is comparable to

the one generated by the business cycle shock, a result confirmed also by the variance

decomposition which shows how immigration explain 60 per cent of the variation in P90

- P10 at long horizons (while business cycle shocks are more important in the short

run).7 Second, this measure of inequality is pro-cyclicality in response to both shocks.

This means that inequality increases in booms and decreases in recessions unlike in the

7Put simply, an immigration shock that increases the immigrant population by about 6 percent on impact
would lead to an increase in the earnings gap between the 90th and 10th percentile by about 2 percent
at the peak. In 2019 this would correspond to about 50 000 immigrants and a increase in the wage
difference of about 24 000 NOK (2 400 dollars) in annual wage terms.
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US where earning inequality increases in recessions driven by the negative effects on

the left tail of the distribution. Such a result has potentially important macroeconomic

implications since the amplification in the propagation of several macroeconomic shocks

in New Keynesian models with simple forms of heterogeneity relies on the presence of

countercyclical inequality (cf. Bilbiie (2020)).

Finally, we compare our baseline model with an alternative model using the earnings

distribution for native workers only. Figure 9 compares the impulse response of P90 -

P10 in the two models. We see that the effect is confirmed but substantially attenuated

when we focus only on native workers. This hints to the fact that non-native workers

(i.e. previous immigrants) are disproportionately affected by immigration shocks and

contribute substantially to the increase inequality. Therefore, we conform this classic

result of the immigration literature that has been found recently also by Maffei-Faccioli

and Vella (2021) using German macro data.8

8In this first draft of the paper we dissect the earnings distribution only in the native/non native dimen-
sion. Note, however, that it is conceivable to run exercises also along the gender, age, education, sector
of specialization dimensions. One specific exercise that we have in mind is to compare the response of
the earnings distributions for employees in the private sector and employees in the public sector (which
is large in Norway in comparison with international standards). Displacement effects in earnings seems
more natural to arise in the private sector where the share of immigrants employed is substantially
higher.
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Figure 9: P90 minus P10 for natives and total population
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Notes: The dash-dotted blue line depicts the posterior median impulse response of P90-P10 to a one standard deviation

shock in the immigration shock for the total population and the red dashed line is the response of the natives only. The

shaded areas represent the 68% error bands.

5 Extensions: reason of immigration, education and

country of origin

In this Section, we dissect the immigration series along several dimensions and we consider

the effects of more granular immigration shocks. A nice property of our admittedly simple

identification scheme is that it can be maintained in each extension. In fact, we impose

only that immigration shocks must have a large positive impact effect on the immigration
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series used in each experiment and a positive impact effect on aggregate employment.

The advantage of using the immigration series derived from the microdata (and plotted

in Figure 10) is that we can slice it in several dimensions. Here we will consider various

immigration shocks zooming in on the reason for immigration, the level of education and

the country of origin of immigrants. Note, however, that we could have considered also

other dimensions like gender (by comparing a female immigration shock against a male

immigration shock), age (by comparing an inflow of young workers against an inflow of

older workers) or sector of specialization (by comparing, for example, an inflow in the

construction sector against an inflow in the hospitality sector). We plan to perform some

of these experiments in the future.9

Figure 10: Different sources of immigration

In a first experiment, we consider three immigration shocks by considering the reason

for immigration. Statistics Norway records five different reasons for immigration by

9In addition, the series could be sliced further and across several dimensions at the same time. In
principle, we could consider the effects of, let say, a job related immigration flow of high skilled immi-
grants from Germany against a job related flow of high school dropouts from Poland working in the
construction sector. The disadvantage of these experiments, which are per se very intriguing, is that
the macroeconomic impact of the impulse diminishes with the granularity of the experiment. A more
microeconomic approach is probably more suitable in these cases.
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distinguishing job related immigration, refugees, family reunifications, students and a

residual category. We focus our attention on the first three groups that account for the

bulk of migration flows in recent years as shown in Figure 10. We focus our attention on

the response of P90 - P10 in response to the three immigration shocks and we plot the

peak value of each response (which happens around horizon 8 in all cases) with 68 per cent

credibility bands in Figure 11. We see that job related immigration has by far the largest

effect on inequality, thus driving the result obtained using the aggregate immigration

series. Family reunifications have an intermediate effect on inequality with the credibility

bands including the value of zero at the margin while the effect induced by refugees

immigration is lower and insignificant, both statistically and economically. We believe

this result confirms the macroeconomic importance of job-related immigration which was

the focus of our previous paper in a model with tighter identification assumptions (cf.

Furlanetto and Robstad (2019).
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Figure 11: P90 minus P10: reason for immigration
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In a second experiment, we consider the education level of immigrants which are classified

into five groups. Group 1 includes immigrants with no formal education completed, group

2 refers to basic school completed, group 3 to completion of secondary school, group 4 to

up to four years of university education and group 5 to more then 4 years of university

education. As shown in Figure 10, immigrants in group 3 account for the largest group.

In Figure 12 we show that inequality increases in response to every kind of immigration

shock, independently from the education level of immigrants. The magnitude of the

effects, however, depends on the level of education. Group 3 has by far the largest effect

on inequality but non negligible effects are induced also by groups 1, 4 and 5. The lowest

effects are driven by Group 2.
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Figure 12: P90 minus P10: Education
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In a third experiment, we consider the country of origin of immigrants and we focus

on the four largest country groups: immigrants from the European Union (EU) and

European Economic Area (EEA), remaining European countries, Asia and Africa. Once

again, the effects on earnings inequality are rather heterogeneous with the largest impact

induced by immigrants from the EU/EEA group which is dominated by Poles, Swedes

and Lithuanians. Most of these workers are job-related immigrants with an intermediate

level of education. Therefore, all in all, the three more granular exercises seem to point

in the same direction. The kind of immigration that generates an increase in earnings

inequality is essentially the immigration induced by the EU enlargements to Eastern

European countries that took place over the last 20 years.
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Figure 13: P90 minus P10: Country of origin
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated the impact of immigration on labor earnings inequality.

Our main result is that immigration shocks increase earnings inequality with the effect

mainly driven by workers with highest earnings who benefits disproportionately from

the shock. A possible interpretation for this result refers to complementarities between

immigrants and rich natives. The increase in inequality is induced mainly by job related

immigration, by immigrants with intermediate to high education level and by immigrants

from EU/EEA. All these characteristics seem to be consistent with the large migration

flows induced by EU enlargements in recent years.
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Figure 14: IRF job related immigration shock bird’s eye view
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Notes: 3-D representation of the posterior median impulse responses to a one standard deviation job related immigration

shock.

It is of paramount importance to stress that our analysis is purely positive and that no

normative implications should be extracted from our work. The increase in inequality

induced by immigration is not necessarily worrisome for the Norwegian society. In fact,

the rise in inequality is substantially lower when we focus only on native workers in keeping

with the idea that immigrants compete first and foremost with previous immigrants. In

addition, the impact of immigration shocks on the level of earnings seems to be rather

benign across the distribution with most workers being barely affected by the shock and

with rich workers being positively affected. In this paper, we have not stressed the impact

of the shock on the level of earnings because it is imprecisely estimated given that we
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impose very few identification assumptions (for the case of job related immigration the

effects seem to be more expansionary at the bottom of the distribution, as shown in

Figure 14, but once again the uncertainty around these effects is too large to make strong

statements on the level effect). In the coming months, we plan to refine the identification

scheme by imposing perhaps some additional assumptions in order to derive more precise

results on the level effect. Notably, however, our relatively agnostic identification scheme

is sufficient to derive reasonably robust results on the inequality dimension.
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